A Survey: Usage of Brain-Machine Interface in Various Applications
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Abstract - A brain and computer interface (BCI), also called a Mind and machine interface (MMI) is a direct communication pathway between the external device and the human brain. BMI is an association between a brain and a device that authorizes brain signals to direct some external action, such as controlling of a wheelchair. For instance in the case of cursor control, the signal is imparted directly from the brain to the process directing the cursor instead of taking the normal path through the neuromuscular system of a person to the finger on a mouse from the brain. Here we have taken measures to find the people who have worked on different applications on BCI to be accommodated in a single paper.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The rapidly progressing field of Human Machine Interface (HMI) may blossom proficient technologies, with a greater positive impact on individuals and society as a whole. Meanwhile, the development of BCI awards significant ethical and legal conflicts. BCIs have attracted prominence recently, based on the new scientific experimentations in interpreting brain functions and by impressive applications. A BCI is a computer aided interface that helps an individual use a computer by using their brain signals. Brain signals are patterns of electrical brain activity. The cells in the brain can interact with each other by electricity and chemicals known as neurotransmitters. This electrical activity of the brain is determined by an experiment called the electroencephalogram (EEG). For this experiment, small metal discs are painlessly stuck to the scalp. These small metal discs are generally called electrodes. Electrical impulses of the brain are picked up by the electrodes, which travels through the skull. Brain waves calculated by EEG do not represent any specific thought or movement, but relatively embody a certain amount of brain electrical activity at a recording point on the surface of the head. These electrical impulses extracted are classified and recorded. Then after pre-processing, feature extraction and classification, it translates these signals into meaningful commands to drive a device or application which can also be used to provide accurate control, after sufficient training. To use EEG as a control system, a phenomenon known as Event Related De-synchronization (ERD) is utilized. Subject’s can learn to control and manage ERD, which allows us to use it as the basis for a one-dimensional BCI.

1.1 P300-based BCI

Event related potential (ERP) is a measure of brain communication to specific intellectual, sensory or motor events. One among the main approaches towards BCI is on the basis of ERPs. P300 is a dominating and leadingly used component of an ERP. The introduction of stimulus in an eccentric prototype can develop a positive peak in the EEG, 300msec after onset of the stimulus. The stimulus can either be visual, auditory or somatosensory. This evoked response in EEG is called P300 component of ERP[2]. Variant brain signals can be utilized as the input of BCI system. Due to its fine temporal resolution and ease of use, Electroencephalography (EEG) based BCI is the most potentially considered non-invasive direct neural interface (DNI). P300 potential being one component of EEG signals, is a positive pinnacle with a latency of about 300 ms after the target stimulus onset in the EEG, occurring in response to infrequent or particularly significant stimuli. This positive pinnacle in neuroscience literature is also commonly known as the P300 signal [4]. In 1988, Farwell and Donchin developed a P300 based BCI speller which presented letters and symbols in a matrix and repeatedly flashed each row and column [4, 9, 10 ]. P300 is referred to the central-parietal region of the brain. It can be found throughout on a number of channels of EEG [4]. Some of the research related headsets identified for the working principle of EEG are shown below:

Fig 1: Headsets
Table 1: EEG signal bands, frequencies and waves

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Band &amp; Frequency</th>
<th>Rhythmic activity</th>
<th>Wave patterns</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alpha (8-12Hz)</td>
<td>Eye closed, relaxed, not agitated, not drowsy and tranquil conscious</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beta (12-30Hz)</td>
<td>Formerly SMR, relaxed yet focused, integrated, thinking, aware of self and surrounding</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamma (25-100Hz)</td>
<td>Alertness and agitation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delta (1-4Hz)</td>
<td>Deep, dreamless sleep, non-REM sleep and unconscious</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theta (4-7Hz)</td>
<td>Intuitive, creative, recall, fantasy, imagery, creative, dreamlike, switching thoughts and drowsy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. **BRAIN COMPUTING INTERFACE (BCI)**

BCI requires at least four components for its activity, of which first is the sensors that detects the brain activity, next is a signal processing in order to translate the acquired signals from the brain activity into commands, then this information needs to be sent to an application on a device (application displayed on a monitor) etc and finally there must be an application interface to determine how these components interact with each other and the user. The following diagram 2.1 depicts the BCI architecture.

![BCI architecture](http://static.ddmcdn.com/gif/brain-computer-interface-3.gif)

2. **BCI CAN BE PERFORMED IN THREE METHODS:**

- **Invasive method:**

  Invasive BCI devices are the ones that are implanted directly into the brain and acquire the highest quality signals. These BCIs are used to provide functionality to people with disabilities and are also used to reinstate vision by coupling the brain with externally connected cameras and to rehabilitate the use of arms and legs by making use of robotically controlled arms and legs with the help of brain activities. As this device rest in the grey matter, they yield the best quality signals of BCI devices but lead to scar-tissue build-up, resulting in the signal interpreted being weaker or even vanished as a result of the reaction of the body with the alien object in the brain.

  ![Invasive BCI](http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brain%E2%80%93computer_interface#mediaviewer/File:BrainGate.jpg)

- **Partially Invasive method:**

  Partially invasive BCI devices are the ones that are implanted inside the skull but dwell outside the brain instead of dwelling within the grey matter. The signal strength using this type of BCI is comparatively little weaker than those of the invasive BCIs. These partially invasive BCIs yield signals of better resolution than non-invasive BCIs. To a certain limit, the partially invasive BCI shave less risk of scar tissue formation when compared to Invasive BCI.

![Partially Invasive BCI](http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brain%E2%80%93computer_interface#mediaviewer/File:BrainGate.jpg)
• **Non Invasive method:**

Non-Invasive method is one in which sensors or scanning medical devices are hosed on headbands or caps read brain signals. Non invasive BCI has the lowest signal clarity when it compared to the interaction with the brain (skull distorts signal), but it is considered to be simplest and safest when compared to the other types of BCIs. This category of devices has been found to be successful in providing a patient with disability the capability to move muscle implants and restore partial movement. This approach is less obtrusive but also read signals ineffectively as the small metal electrodes cannot be directly placed on the desired portion of the human brain. One of the most popular devices under the non invasive category is the EEG or electroencephalogram which has been proved to be capable of providing a fine and temporal resolution which is easy to use, cheap and portable.

3. **REVIEW WORKS ON BCI:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl.No.</th>
<th>Paper Name</th>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Methodology</th>
<th>Publication</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Design and Implementation of a Brain &amp; Computer interface with High Transfer Rates ( Ming Cheng, Xiaorong Gao, Shangkai Gao, Senior Member, IEEE and Dingfeng Xu)[18]</td>
<td>Determining where the eyes are directed and BCI system to input phone numbers</td>
<td>• Steady State Visual Evoked Potential (SSVEP)</td>
<td>IEEE Transactions on Biomedical Engineering</td>
<td>2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Brain-Actuated interaction( Jose del R. Millana, b, Frederic Renkensb, JosepMourinoc, Wulfram Gerstnerba IDAP Research Institute )[12]</td>
<td>Brain Actuated communication with a virtual keyboard</td>
<td>• Statistical classifier (Gaussian classifier )</td>
<td>Elsevier</td>
<td>2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Brain Computer interface: Next Generation Thought Controlled Distributed Video Game Development Platform ( Payam Aghaei Pour, Tauseef Gulrez, Omar AlZoubi, Gaetano Gargiulo and Rafael A. Calvo)[11]</td>
<td>Distributed framework for controlling the breakout video game through brain signals</td>
<td>• EEG data recording • Subject training to control the video game</td>
<td>IEEE Symposium of Computational Intelligence and Games</td>
<td>2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>NeuroPhone: Brain-Mobile Phone Interface using a Wireless EEG Headset (Andrew T. Campbell, Tanzeem Choudhury, Shaoan Hu, Hong Lu, Matthew K. Mukerjee, Mashfiqur Rabbi, and Rajeev D. S. Raizada)[7]</td>
<td>Calling Application</td>
<td>• EEG based BCI using P300 signals</td>
<td>MobiHeld</td>
<td>2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Brain Computer interface Virtual Keyboard for Accessibility ( Jonathan Corley, Dustin Heaton, Jeff Gray, Jeffrey C. Carver, Randy Smith, Department of Computer Science, University of Alabama )[11]</td>
<td>Model as a virtual keyboard, the view is a graphical display</td>
<td>• XML configuration file • Drill Down approach</td>
<td></td>
<td>2011</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 4. CONCLUSION

BCI as a computer aided interface helps in individual use of computer by using their brain signals. This interpretation of the EEG signals related to the characteristic parameters of brain electrical activity is considered for various applications, have been surveyed in this paper for a detailed structure about BCI and its types, by reviewing different works documented in research papers, such that it’s usability on various applications have been clearly depicted for further references. Future work would regard in exploring of BCI and creating an application for calling and messaging using EEG signals.
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